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Alarm Communications
New LTE Product Line
[Cite your source here.]

CRN Wireless releases new LTE product line up. As with other CRN communicators, the LTE models are universally
compatible with virtually all manufacturers regardless of model or age of equipment. Look no further than CRN
Wireless for the most advanced long lasting network capabilities for your customers monitoring needs. The new LTE
communicators offer the industry Long-Term Evolution (“LTE”) technology, operating on LTE wireless spectrum,
which provides increased capacity and speed of wireless data through advanced digital signal processing techniques
and modulations. With the introduction of LTE, CRN Wireless expands its product offering of wireless communicators
to include the most options available in the industry, ranging from cellular products that include 2G, 3G, 4G and LTE
technologies across multiple carriers, to sunset-free UHF products.
LTE devices are now available for purchase through distributors or directly from CRN Wireless.

To order your LTE device:
Call 631-696-2769 x 306 or email sales@crnwireless.com

Generator Monitoring
Check Out Our New Website
Improved Website
CRN Wireless has launched a new mobile friendly website. This makes it easier for customers to access their account data from any
location. Also, be sure to check out our improved Generator Monitor dealer page, that now has an order form, for quick and hassle
free ordering.

Hurricane Season
•
Will your generators be ready when a storm strikes?
•
Has the controller been switched out of auto mode?
•
Did it run during its last exercise? Or, is out on fault?
Wireless Generator Monitoring from CRN will give you and your customers confidence
and peace of mind, because you’ll know the answer to these questions before the next power outage.
To order CRN Generator Monitors:
Call 631-696-2769 x 306 or email sales@crnwireless.com

Fire Alarm Monitoring for NYC

FireNet from CRN Wireless
Now available in Brooklyn*

Declare your independence form land lines. CRN Wireless has teamed up with AES
and Statewide Central Station to create a unique Hybrid Network for NYC Fire and
Burglar Alarm Communications.

Benefits:
•

Simplicity
o One device and one network provides the Dual-path
communication required by NYC Fire Department

•

Sunset Free
•
o Alarms signals transmitted by radio instead of POTS, Cellular or IP
o Private radio network not subject to sunsets
o Network not impacted by ongoing POTS and Cellular sunsets

•

Savings for End users
o End user saves money by eliminating need for POTS and IP lines •

•

Increased Profit for Dealers
o Faster installations than alternative
technologies
Reliability of Radio
o CRN Wireless’s NearNet Tower Radio Network
▪ Fully operational during Northeast
Blackout, 9/11 & Superstorm Sandy
▪ Over 99.99% reliable for 30+ years
Locally Owned and Operated

*Select neighborhoods available now, more locations coming soon.

News and Events

Firework Fun Facts and Safety Tips
Fun Facts
•
•

•
•

Half of all firework injuries are to children
under the age of 16
At first fireworks were only orange and white.
In the Middle Ages new colors were achieved
by adding different salts. The hardest color to
create is blue
The Walt Disney Company is the largest
consumer of fireworks in the world
Americans have been setting off fireworks to
celebrate their independence since at least
1777

Safety Tips
•
•
•
•

Never relight a “dud” firework. Wait 20
minutes and then soak it in a bucket of water
Never carry fireworks in your pocket or shoot
them into metal or glass containers
Light one firework at a time and then quickly
move away
Dispose of spent fireworks by wetting them
down and place in a metal trash can away
from any building or combustible materials
until the next day

